
1/27/24 BUSINESS MEETING NOTES

ERIC SERVICE REPORT:
Monday-noon- Greg P voted in
Tuesday-7am - Kate still taking care of meeting 
Saturday- 4am- host no show’d 2 weeks in a row.  Possibly looking for a replacement 
*Eric reminded all hosts that an issue had been voted on previously and we have fallen off the group 
conscious of ensuring a Host come prepared with a lead, co-host, and timer to try to get other 
members /new comers involved and held responsible to show up instead of the same people being co-
host and timer repeatedly multiple times a day, every day.

GREG- GSR REPORT:
-Nothing to report 

FRED-TREASURER REPORT:
January Financial Report
Beginning balance     $2,894.75

     $  637.36 collection     Ending balance     $ 3,532.11
no expenses      $00000

-Question came up as far as how money is divided up.
Kelly Eileen was going to share how money had been allotted in the past as far as how we voted so it 
could be reviewed with the group and discussed at the next business meeting.

OLD BUSINESS:
- Khaos was voted in officially as webmaster
- Bylaws we discussed and will be pushed off another month as Summer is to team up with Fred and 
reviewing bylaws and ensuring everything looks good from a legal standpoint.
Any suggestions for change need to be sent to Fred on the website discussion board.

2:30pm- meeting was voted to continue to cover more topics.

NEW BUSINESS:
-Question was raised about continuing with a themed topic (stick topic) for Friday p.m. meeting after 
hosts’ commitment time is up.  Left to the discretion of the new host .
- Question was brought up about the possibility of an all men’s meeting.  Fred Volunteered to get that 
rolling and Tuesday afternoon/evening was suggested as a good time.
-Concern about hosts sobriety time being lowered from 90 days to 30 days to fill all of the service 
commitment positions, but was suggested to vote on increasing it back to 90 days.
Voted 10 in favor- 10 opposed-  6 obtained
This left the discussion as remaining as stand/no change at 30 days.
- Topic of Hosting service commitment Being changed from six months to three months.  Eric 
reminded the group that at any time someone can no longer maintain their Hosting commitment the 
position has been filled so this should not be an issue if someone cannot hold a six-month commitment.
- A suggestion of holding an anniversary celebration on the fourth Sunday of each month was put up for
a vote- past with 22 votes.
Alyssa to reach out to Rob B to inform him as host that this will officially start in February.  All of 
those celebrating a birthday that month will share how they did it- starting with the newest birthdays 
and ending with the member celebrating the most sobriety.



- Heather will start creating a list of sober dates and the website also keeps track of sober dates once a 
member goes in and registers.
- Nomination to close the meeting by Fred- seconded and voted on- pray out.


